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Leighton Buzzard RFC

BYE BYE WINDSOR, HELLO BUGBROOKE

Wright’s Meadow
Leighton Road
Stanbridge
Bedfordshire, LU7 9HR

The close season and summer may be upon us but time doesn’t stand still. The
fact that I don’t have to put in the current League table means that there is
more space for complete bollocks.

President: Mr M. Hardy
Chairman: Mr G. Fletcher
Steward: Mr D. Pearson
Tel: 01525-371322
www.buzzardrugby.co.uk
Twitter: @buzzardrugby

The main news is that after two seasons in the South West Division, in 20162017 LBRFC return to the Midlands where we will compete in Midlands 1 East
with Northamptonians, Newbold, Kettering, Ilkeston, Huntingdon, Paviors,
Bugbrooke, Wellingborough, Old Scouts, Market Rasen, Dronfield, Lutterworth
and Melton Mowbray. Fixtures will be out in the next couple of weeks.
th

The views offered in this publication do
not necessarily reflect official LBRFC
opinion or policy.

The A.G.M is on 15 June, but of course you will have to be a fully paid up
member to partake in any votes.

Tools

New subscribers
Since the last issue the list has expanded further and thanks to Frippy we now have a batch of noughties former players
trapped and never to be released. Please welcome aboard Adrian Carne, Bob Reeve, Mark Ward, Dick and Jon Henkes, Jez
Tobin, Tim Elvin, Max Thomasson and once Tarby has supplied the correct email address, Roger Servantes. The ‘kids’ are
Kieran Perry, Stuart Langhorn, Stewart Webb, Matt Vincent, Russell Cohen, Lewis Jones and Gavin Taylor. If we could add
Liam Tiddy and the Perry brothers we’ll have to get some crayons in!

Mistaken identity?
st

News reached me some time ago via an anonymous source (he is a former 1 XV fly half who also played for Bletchley and
Northampton) of an incident at Heathrow a couple of months ago.
My source was wandering through one of the terminals when he spotted our esteemed Club President making his way to the
BA lounge. My source was heading off on a jaunt with a former colleague who on seeing Mr Hardy exclaimed “I know you!”.
Mark was a little non-plussed as he had no recollection of ever meeting Mr Surguy’s (Whoops! I’ll edit that out later)
travelling companion. “No I don’t think so” said Mark. “Yes I do!” said the very enthusiastic friend “… We had a few beers in
The Hunt one night”. Mark shook his head once more and disappeared quickly behind the gilded doors that lead to a magical
world of free newspapers, peanuts and as many gin and tonics as you can eat. John’s colleague had indeed been in The Hunt
and had indeed once met a stalwart of LBRFC. I’ll leave it to you to decide whether it was an understandable error.

Mark Hardy

Tony Guerrieria
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Oh how we all chuckled …

The wisdom of Pete Shephard

… when we read of the email exchange between Pete
Ellam and the RFU in Issue 2.

When I spoke to Shep prior to Issue 1, one of the questions
I asked was if he still had his little black book of phone
numbers. He told me he’d left it down the club for
whoever took over his role. With a spooky sense of timing
the next day I received an email from Stuart Gore
containing scans of every page of said little black book.

Personally I’ve never felt an air of danger when in Pete’s
company (except when he’s eating a packet of crisps
when I suggest you keep well out of range) however I
think it is time to add some fortifications to my
perceived comfort zone.

Even I was surprised at some of the names I’d forgotten
with the passing of time but one entry brought on a burst
of laughter. It was actually an aide memoire as to which
area of Leighton the player in question lived, but it seemed
quite apt:

His rant and forthright accusation of incompetence was
addressed to RFU worthies Bill Beaumont (now gone to
the IRB), Joe Lydon (gone), Rob Andrew (going) and Ian
Ritchie (anonymous since the World Cup).
So far there’s only been one winner!

Season rewind – 1988/1989
It may not seem that way, but the point of this newsletter idea is not just to relentlessly take the piss out of former players
its remit is to inform (1%), educate (3%) and take the piss out of former players (96%). So to this end I plundered my
collection of Rothmans Rugby Yearbooks to recall the second season of the Leagues and LBRFC’s first championship winning
year. Our leader that year was John Fraser, who became the first, and indeed the last club captain with two opposing
thumbs and seven and a half fingers to lead us to League glory.
th

The first year of league rugby in 87/88 had seen us finish a rather disappointing 5 in Midlands Division 2 (East), then Level 7
in the structure owing to a number of the higher divisions having fewer clubs than they do today. In season two we swept to
the title and promotion. The final table read as follows:

Leighton Buzzard
Syston
Moderns
Kettering
Vipers
Stewarts & Lloyds
Lincoln
Matlock
Stoneygate
Peterborough
Hinckley

P
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

W
8
7
6
6
6
6
3
3
3
2
2

D
1
2
2
1
-

L
1
3
2
4
4
4
5
6
7
8
8

F
190
170
131
146
159
112
120
100
104
166
96

A
98
100
88
115
140
134
138
153
146
160
222

Pts
17
14
14
12
12
12
8
7
6
4
4

Where are they next season?
Midlands 1 East - Level 6
National 3 Midlands – Level 5
Midlands 4 East (North) - Level 9
Midlands 1 East – Level 6
Midlands 2 East (South) – Level 7
Midlands 3 East (South) – Level 8
Midlands 3 East (North) – Level 8
Midlands 1 East – Level 6
no longer in League system
Midlands 2 East (South) – Level 7
National 3 Midlands – Level 5

The first thing to notice is that the points differences are so much tighter than tends to be the case these days. Fewer teams
obviously meant closer matches. We won 8 of 10 yet our points differential was only +92. Peterborough were relegated
having own only two yet had a +6 points difference!
As to our local rivals in 88/89, Stockwood Park were one division above, Ampthill and Bedford Ath and Luton, one below.
Perhaps the most telling stat of how things have changed was that in our sister league, Midlands 2 West, Worcester finished
bottom and were relegated.
The 10 clubs in Division 1, which we now call the Aviva Premiership were: Leicester, Bath, Wasps, Sale, Orrell, Bristol,
Gloucester, Harlequins, Northampton and West Hartlepool. Saracens were in Division 2 and Exeter were relegated from
Division 3!
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DAVE REEVES
The down side of reminiscing about an era so long ago is that too
many of the characters that shared those times are no longer with
us. I particularly remember Alan ‘Barrel’ Perrey (“All sing!!).
Gwynne Garland, who was an incredibly friendly and kind man who
selflessly gave many unheralded hours to the club. Though he
rubbed a few up the wrong way I personally miss John Drummond
who when I moved to Edinburgh couldn’t have been more helpful. I
often curse the demons he couldn’t control and that dragged him
down. However there is one man I feel we are unanimous in holding
in the hugest affection.
It is now a shade over 9 years since we said goodbye to Dave Reeves.
In all the years I knew him I think I only saw him lose his rag once,
and then only briefly. I’ve always been proud of my own personal
landmark that my first week at LBRFC was also Dave and Meg’s first.
He was a friend to everyone that walked over the threshold and will
always be missed. Here’s a selection of your memories.
“For all the years I knew him, he was a thoroughly decent bloke. He was
always happy to ‘sub’ me for a tenner or so to buy some drinks when I was a
bit ‘borassic’ and always ready with a friendly greeting. I heard that he used
to be a pro soccer player but don’t know how true that was, although he
walked as though his knees remembered every game he’d played!” – Paul
Evans
“One particular memory I recall which summed up what Dave meant to the
club was waiting three deep at the bar after his funeral because the bar staff
had underestimated the numbers. Paul Evans shouted out “bring back Dave
Reeves!!” Brilliant!” – John Surguy
“I’d only been with the club a few months when in a conversation with a
long-standing member I was told “you’ve settled in pretty well here but it’s a
shame about Dave”’, “Why” I said, “is there a problem”’. “Yes” came the
reply, “he can’t stand you”. A few weeks later I plucked up the courage to
sort the issue and when the bar was fairly quiet approached Dave. “Can I
have a word” I said. “Sure. What is it?” said Dave. “I’ve been told I’ve upset
you at some point and want to apologise if I’ve caused any offence”. Dave
seemed a little puzzled and said “Who told you this?”, I replied that it was
Sean Heatley. Dave thought for a couple of seconds. “Now. I want you to
pause for a moment, repeat those last two words and have a think about it”.
– Mark Rayfield
“As Treasurer for a few years and having to deal with a few iffy people l can
tell you Meg and Dave were as straight as a die” – Trevor Scourfield
“Many memorable nights at the rugby club, Dave was always happy to see
us and never had a cross word. One time he did say “Penners we had a
complaint about you from a wedding do a few weeks back”. I kind of
remembered me and Jim had had a good evening a couple of weeks earlier.
Dave said that the couple came up with the wedding photos and they
wanted to know who this man was dancing with the Bride! He said nothing,
just chuckled. Another evening on taking up my normal bed in the members
bar, got up in the early hours of the morning to take a pee and the bloody
alarm went off. Dave appeared a few hours later and said he’d switched it
on to remind him I was in the club house”. – Mark Penwell
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“One that sticks in my mind is on tour to Bournemouth when some demure young ladies kindly accompanied Dave Albertella,
then a floppy haired boy in a man’s body colt, back to the hotel. The evening’s entertainment in one corner of the bar
descended to said ladies displaying bare midriffs and spray-on jeans whilst dancing on the pool table. As it all became too
much for him Reevesie as sitting pretty motionless came out with the classic line "You’re making an old man very happy” –
Alban Turney
“I too spent the odd night in the Members Bar, having had Meg tuck me in, and having had Dave contact the wife to reassure
her of my whereabouts. On one occasion I went straight from the bar to Sunday Morning Selection & Meg's Breakfast
Selection in the Committee Room (I had spent the match fees & had left the team kit in Biggleswade!). Oh happy days” –
Pete Arthur
“A few things do come to mind when I think of Dave (and Meg's) kindness towards their ‘second’ family at LBRFC. I too can
remember being encouraged by him to kip down in the Members' Bar after one or two particularly gruelling post-game
rehydration sessions, as he didn't rate my chances of being able to manage the walk into LB! I would wake up in the morning
under a blanket to the smell of sausages and coffee!! I also remember Dave's affection for Swindon Town FC and how gutted
he was when his team was prevented for gaining promotion into the top flight because of financial irregularities. Above all
there was his dry wit and great turn of phrase. I remember one occasion when he described a female who had been the
subject of some attention the previous evening as "having a face like a welder's mitt!” – Adrian Linden
“Memories of Dave Reeves? I’ve got loads but a few spring to mind. Firstly was his cry in the clubhouse on a Thursday and
Friday night before a big game, "bed with boxing gloves on tonight lads!". Secondly was his great singing voice and he and
Meg seemed genuinely amused by my comment of "Dave Reeves, ...voice of an angel.... body of a cherub! My favourite
Reevsey story I remember relates to the above, when we went on a summer football tour to Dublin, I think in the late 90s. It
was a poor excuse for a good piss up and we were supposed to play a football match, organised by Paddy Leahy, but his was
cancelled so we ended up as a rugby club on football tour in Dublin, playing cricket! We had to walk for hours across Dublin
on a scorching hot summer day to the cricket pitch. About halfway through the journey we found a large pub near the City
centre and staggered in weary and parched, gagging for a pint of something cold. We were just waiting to order when
Reevsey broke into "Danny Boy" in very restrained yet dulcet tones. He had literally only sung the first bar or two when the
manager appeared shouting "no singing in the pub..... get out" and we were frogmarched back out on to the scorching street
without so much of a sip of the black stuff to wet our whistles!!! Totally unfair but Reevsey wasn't the flavour of the month
for the rest of the walk! – Chris Fripp.

This particular Dublin trip stirred others ...
“On a Dublin cricket tour we were all walking into a lovely canal side pub, The Wookey. I went straight to the loo and when I
walked back into the bar the manager told us we were banned and to get out. It turns out the boss man told Dave under no
circumstances can you sing in here. After Dave got a beer he started with “me me me me me”.... Two little boys...” lol you
have got to love him! It was first time I ever got banned from a pub before I’d had a drink. Pete (Arthur) was outraged!” –
Dave Newton
“Dave Reeves best steward a club could hope for. As you know he was always crooning to himself behind the bar and loved a
sing song, and once he got going he was difficult to stop, as me and Penwell found out in the early hours of the morning after
a club dinner when everyone else had gone. Reevsie persisted with his rendition of Danny Boy for an eternity, (well until Trace
turned up to take us home). His singing also got us all thrown out of a bar in Dublin. The entire touring party had been
drinking in O'Neils(?) and then headed back along the Main Street towards our hotel. We all stopped for what should have
been a refreshing pint of Guinness at a bar. Unfortunately Dave started singing as soon as we walked up to the bar. The
barman shook his head and pointed to the door... I can't remember how many years Meg and Dave looked after us but they
made LBRFC feel like a second home to me. I was always last out of the changing rooms after a match but Meg would make
sure there was a meal held back for me. Dave would always have the Watford result for me as he sipped from his mug of tea
and I'd commiserate with him over the Swindon score! Their 'secret' was to treat everybody as if they were family and that's
why they were loved so much” – Sean Heatley

Any other stories about the Swindon Nightingale?. Please send them in.

Song lyric corner
After a brief hiatus, its back. This month, “Albatross” by Fleetwood Mac ..

(Peter Green, 1968)
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Oh Brothers
where art thou?
‘Twas a couple of nights
before Christmas when Pete
Arthur, Gordon Fletcher and
others were on their
traditional Leighton pub
crawl
that
someone
wondered how many sets of
brothers had turned out for
the LBRFC senior teams over
the years. As they waited for
the ambulance to take them
home and hook them up to
their respective drips. This is
what they produced:
Dave & Eddie Albertella
Ryan & Sean Andrew
Eric & Dave Banks
Gavin & Craig Beattie
Dave, Richard & Chris Beer
Warren & Jeffrey Bredenkamp
Tim, Peter & Eddie Briggs
Bob & Doug Burch
Steve & ? Butters
Nigel & Barry Coburn
Richard & Alistair Cram
Alistair & Cameron Davies
Ryan & Patrick Fraser
Mark & Rob Funning
Patrick & ? Garner
Tony & ? Gear
Conor & Rory Gissane
Paul & Tony Gore
Pete & Pat Greening

oldbuzzards80s90s@gmail.com

Keith & Trevor Harley
David & Michael Hay
Andy & Tim Hodey
Callum & ? Holmes
Luke & Jon Ilic
Graham & Paul Jarman
Lewis & Matt Jones
Graham & Trevor King
Richard & Matt Kock
Mark & Steve Llewellyn
Micky & Matty Mackey
Andy & ? Mason
Keith & ? Mead
Paul & Andy Miller
Pete & Paul(?) Norton
Fred & Bee Pargeter
Carl & Neil Perry
Tom & James Pratt
Richard & Steve Sear
Pete & ? Shephard
Barry & Lawrence Sherrington
Martin & Pete Shirley
Leigh & Carl Siddon
Ian & Neal Summerfield
Steffan, Richard & ? Swift
Ben & Ryan Sylvester
Dick & Steve Tearle
Greg & Gareth Tibbs
Tom & Trevor Tift
Steve & Michael Tingey
Jez & Tim Tobin
Richard & Charlie Tunnadine
William & Tom Turner
Dean & Steve Vinden
Mark & Matt Ward
Peter & Jack White
Steve & Paul Wilkes
Jody & Stewart Wilson
Bert, Buster & Berry Yirrell

Memorable Conversations
Many moons ago I was standing in “Terry Williams Corner” in
the members bar with Sean Heatley and Jon Chapman. We
watched as Chinny came through the double doors. As he did
so he had to duck. Sean asked Chappers if he’d ever had to do
the same. “Funnily enough no” said John, “… but I’ve bumped
my head on a few catflaps”.
I was once driving to a match at Old Albanians with John
Colenutt and Macca. John and I chatted away about various
topics but well past Redbourn Macca, sat in the back was yet to
utter a word. “You’ve been quiet Macca” I said. “Yeah. Didn’t
get to bed until half past three” he groaned. Quick as a flash
Colenutt shot back, “Yes. Those Scrabble Nights do go on don’t
they”.
Jamie Mair on tour in Edinburgh after phoning home repeatedly
and getting the un-obtainable tone every time. “Hmmm.
Perhaps she’s left me arf arf”.
….. Whoops!

Further tour memories
Pembroke Dock, 1992
Alban plundered his cranial hard drive to remember a
particular incident that demonstrated the folly of
Russell Bailey’s tendency towards pyromania:
“Ben and I were looking for something to do and thought
why don't we set Russell Bailey’s clothes on fire while he was
asleep at the hotel bar (whilst he was wearing them of
course). However when we had ignition whoever it was woke
up and we realised an error had been made so he was put out
and then kindly returned to sleep on the bar”.

Dublin, 1995
From Sean Heatley...
“A tourist (tourist A) beat all previous records in Dublin and
obtained the master key for all bedrooms within a couple of
hours of checking in. He shared this delightful experience with
his roomy Tourist B . They caused a little untidiness
(mattresses in baths and the like) and as they giggled to
themselves while helpfully unpacking fellow tourists cases
and kit bags for them all over the floor, Tourist B suddenly
told his accomplice to stop in mid bag-tip.
"Look up there" and he pointed to a bottle of Tabasco sauce
placed on top of a small wardrobe (that would have been a
challenge to hide in for any length of time). They both
stopped still as the room suddenly went icy cold. Nothing
moved for what seemed like an eternity other than the
remaining items falling from the kit bag that Tourist A had
joyfully upturned. An oversized rugby shirt with a number 3
on the back was last to hit the floor. Tourist B and Tourist A
Looked at each other in horror. "It won't take us long to put it
all back" they agreed.”
While most of the fellow tourists accepted the minor
inconvenience of having their rooms turned over before
they'd even unpacked there was one tourist who didn't see
the funny side.
He was scrum half and sharing with Watkins and Cato.
Tourist A was approached by Nick later that evening in the
bar who explained how upset the scrum half was as someone
had not only turned their room over but they had stolen all
the scrum half’s clothes. The scrum half had been looking
forward to clubbing it later with Nick and other pretty boys
on their first night in Dublin. Tourist A looked over at the
scrum half stood on his own looking miserable and sorry for
himself and wearing his dirty rugby track suit.
Tourist A explained to Nick that he knew nothing of any
rooms being turned over and that his hadn't been touched.
Nick asked that if he became aware of where the scrum half’s
missing clothes were would he let him know as it was ruining
the scrum half’s night and it was his first tour.
Tourist A said yes of course but pointed out that whoever had
done it might have hung them in another tourists wardrobe in
one of the other hotel rooms and that they probably wouldn't
be able to remember which one, and not to worry as the
clothes would probably turn up over the weekend.

There will no prizes whatsoever for guessing any of
the anonymous wreckers or the wreckee.
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PHOTO TIME
Many thanks go to Youngy for providing the bulk of this issue’s contributions.

Lazarus Fairweather

Proof that man can rise again. Pembroke Dock, 1992

Pembroke Dock, again

Max gets papped whilst Bilbo Baggins and Chas and Dave’s drummer make an early audition to be the gay couple in
Gogglebox, 22 years before Channel 4 decide to commission it.

Words fail!
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Great Yarmouth, 1987(?)

The LBFC Care in the Community programme proves a roaring success as D’Sylva, Kelly, Quinn, Sherrington and (is that Ellam or
Summerfield?) all have a lovely day out. Meanwhile Stefan Swift loses the “Where’s the pitch?” competition.

Torquay, 1991

The starting XV for the Good Friday match v Tiverton. A hour or so after this photo was taken, Hugh Davies scored the greatest try he’s ever
told anyone about. Back: A. Hodey, Keating, Micans, Tooley, Chinn, Macy, Heatley, McCormick, Vernon. Front: Summerfield, Penwell,
Arthur, Irvine, Davies, Mercer.
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Mass audition for the part of Robin in “Man About the House”

Jez Tobin (MRICS) passed on this line up of the Cedars 1st XV of 1947. An early example of colour photography when everyone else was happy
with sepia

Where everybody knows your name

Pete Arthur sent these two clubhouse scenes from 1989. On the left Dave Hyde consoles Mark Hardy after being mistaken for Tony
Guerrriera again and on the right there is an air of congratulation in the air as Andy Purr manages to shoehorn Dilly away from the fruit
machine.

And finally ...
Apologies to those that have made the odd photo contributions that are yet to appear. They will at some point.
If you are interested in attending any of the Twickenham Autumn Internationals this year (South Africa, Fiji, Argentina & Australia) Pearso will
be uploading the application form to the club website very soon. Remember you should be a fully paid up member to apply.
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